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The “Problem” We are Trying to Solve
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EKPC and Elevate 
Renewables 
initiated 
stakeholder 
consideration of 
the Issue by 
framing the 
“Problem.”

*Slide from May 
2023 PJM PC Mtg.
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Issue Charge (Excerpt)

Key Work Activities and Scope

1. Education on PJM’s process (including the reliability analysis PJM must perform and responsibility for 

transmission reinforcements that may be needed) for transferring CIRs from deactivating generation 

resources to replacement resources. 

2. Develop a solution that enhances PJM’s process for transferring CIRs from deactivating resources that both 

improves the efficiency of the process and clarifies that it applies to all energy-injecting capacity resource 

types.

Expected Deliverables 

1. Revisions to PJM’s OATT and RAA (definitions)

2. Potential conforming manual changes

Out of Scope

Changes to the current process of transferring CIRs when the replacement resource locates at a different POI from 

the existing deactivating resource.



The “Problem” We are Trying to Solve
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• EKPC and Elevate Renewables worked with various stakeholders and PJM staff to narrowly frame the 
issue to ensure space to create a generation replacement process similar or identical to generator 
replacement processes already approved by FERC in MISO, SPP, and vertically integrated systems that 
would not create materially adversely impacts to generation projects in the interconnection queue (i.e., 
would not result in the need for network upgrades that materially disadvantage queue projects).

• The issue is narrowly focused on those situations where a deactivation notice is paired with a 
generation replacement request at the same point of interconnection.  

• Any CIR transfer that does not “fit” in this new process could still proceed but would need to be 
processed through the interconnection queue.

While not addressing all of the concerns stakeholders have raised about deactivations triggering need for 
transmission reinforcements and potentially RMRs, (which is under discussion at the Deactivation 

Enhancements Senior Task Force), EKPC views the creation of a generation replacement process as a positive 
step toward addressing some portion of those issues.



Due to Competing Priorities, Slow 
Progress To Date…
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We are here.



The Road to Success May be Bumpy and Windy

• Stakeholder process “Issues” are parsed to identify what components are 
necessary for a solution and then what options exist to address each 
component. (This is referred to as the “matrix.”)

• What is “in scope” versus “out of scope”? What can be in the rules for this 
more efficient process targeting a subset of CIR transfers?
• Point of interconnection (electrically equivalent?)
• Deactivation notification requirements (being discussed in the Deactivation 

Enhancement STF)
• Required reliability analyses (pertaining to the deactivating generator versus the 

replacement resource)

• Potential need for additional design components
• E.g., may need certainty that the replacement resource will energize 
• Extension of time for in-service as some sites may not allow operation of existing 

resource while new resource is under construction if it is a small footprint
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Impending resource adequacy and other reliability concerns necessitate us finding a successful path.



Questions and Discussion


